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 evaluation of nervous system: assessment of sensory neuron and motor responses

and reflexes, to determine whether the nervous system is impaired

 utilizes instruments: lights and reflex hammers
 assesses:
 mental status
 CN
 motor strength
 reflexes
 sensation

 can determine lesions in the CNS/PNS
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 sign:
 objective measurable problem noted by patient or another observer
 symptom:
 subjective experience noticed only by the patient him or herself
 signs and symptoms don't always go together
 BP cuff shows sign of high BP
 but the pt might have no symptoms (dizziness, h/a)
 syndrome: group of symptoms/signs that occur together
 disease: particular abnormal condition/disorder of a structure/function
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examiner RESISTS PATIENT movement: assesses muscle strength
 Grade 0 - complete paralysis
 Grade 1 - trace of contraction present
 Grade 2 - active movement with resistance eliminated
 Grade 3 - active movement against resistance
 Grade 4 - active movement against resistance + resistance described as poor, fair, moderate strength
 Grade 5 - normal power: strong resistance
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5= Tibialis Anterior
3= Medial Gastroc
2=AH

 subjective self-completed the Oswestry Low Back Pain Questionnaire
 quantifies disability for low back pain
 estimates quality of life in a person with low back pain
 ten topics concerning intensity of pain
 questions scored on a scale of 0-5
 answers summed, multiplied by two to obtain the index (range 0 to 100)
 Scoring
 0 to 20: Minimal disability
 21-40: Moderate Disability
 41-60: Severe Disability
 61-80: Crippling back pain
 81-100: either bed-bound or have an exaggeration of their symptoms
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 look around the room
 walker/ cane/ wheel chair
 ask family
 visually assess limbs for tone and health
 symmetry/ hypertrophy/involuntary movements

 UpperMN problems: everything is UP
 hypertonia, hyper-reflexes, twitching
 tenseness at rest
 spasticity
 LowerMN problems: everything is DOWN
 decreased tone, reflexes
 flaccidity

 “older kids are pretty good historians: ask about

sports or other activities they are involved in

 sometimes symptoms/frequency/patterns can evolve

 try to be there for neuro exam for all cranial nerves
 gets caregivers on same page: deficits / issues of concern
 determines what cranial nerves are at risk”
 Teal Taylor, REEGT/REPT/CNIM
IONM Technologist, Educational Coordinator
Evokes, LLC
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 can affect anyone
 younger kids: rely on parents for H and P
 Chiari: structural defect @ base of skull
 categorized
 cerebellum herniates thru foramen magnum
 can compress brain stem
 HA/dizziness/imbalance/neck pain/ringing in

ears/weakness/fine motor

 Chiari patients: infants
 ask parents about feeding issues, choking, vomiting,
difficulty latching on, aspiration
 more lethargic or less active on their backs

 tethered cord patients
 cord is stuck to a structure within the spine
 dura, scar tissue, tumor
 (can stretch cord)
 radiculopathy
 symptoms
 walking flat footed or on toes
 is one leg worse
 bowel/bladder commonly involved: changes

in function, wetting bed at night, difficulty
getting to bathroom on time
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what to look for

 differential diagnosis
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 differential diagnosis
 PNES: Psychogenic NonEpileptic Seizures
 stats
 2-33 per 100,000 (general population) 2007
 majority young women

 red flags
 repeatedly normal EEG
 resistance to medications

 gold standard in diagnosing
 video EEG

 when was first episode
 early childhood
 perinatal problems/ congenital/ metabolic
 geriatric
 CVA/ Tumor

 aura (warnings)
 indicates focality in nature (generalized szs have no aura)
 déjà vu: possible temporal lobe
 “gut feeling:” temporal lobe
 paresthesia: parietal lobe
 visual changes: occipital lobe
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 ask those closest to patient
 family
 care taker
 teacher
 friends
 coach
 let the patient answer in detail first

 describe event (s) to determine possible PNES
 characteristics
 symmetrical vs asymmetrical movement
 postictal status
 evolution of symptoms

 during seizure
(ask family to determine type & localization)
 eye deviations / blinking
 sign of occipital sz’s
 unilateral / bilateral motor activity
 posturing
 talk / comprehend
 automatisms
 repetitive actions without conscious thought or intention
 repetitive lip smacking, aimless fiddling movements may

indicate temporal lobe seizures

 incontinence
 tongue injury / gross injury
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 after seizure
(ask family to determine type & localization)
 consciousness / awareness
 paralysis: Todd’s:
 one extremity or hemiparesis after a seizure
 usually subsides completely within 24-48 hours

 aphasia
 no post ictal symptoms
 PNES
 absence sz’s

 look for
 medication routine
 once a day – take forgotten dose as soon as remembered
 twice a day –

 take forgotten dose if remembered within six hours
 don’t take forgotten dose and take next dose at the due time

if after six hours

 if you miss a dose you do not take twice as

much at the next dose time

 increases risk of side effects
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 look for
 sleep routine
 sleep deprivation is a trigger
 brain activity changes during different sleep stages

 look for
 photosensitivity
 trouble with video games?
 flashing/flickering lights or images between 3 and 60 HZ
 contrasting dark and light geometric pattern
 photosensitive epilepsy is more common in children

 look for
 alcohol/recreational drug consumption
 hangover time: brain is dehydrated
 can make AED less effective
 interferes with sleep patterns
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 look for
 other triggers
 Musicogenic epilepsy
 1 in 10,000,000
 complex reflex epilepsy with seizures induced by listening to music
 playing, thinking or dreaming of music have all been noted as triggers

 hard to pinpoint: music trigger, has endless possibilities
 also sometimes delay between musical trigger and a seizure
 distress, agitation, rapid beating of the heart and rapid breathing

may precede the sz

 primary brain tumors: tumors originating in the brain
 secondary/metastatic brain tumors: most common
 malignant (cancerous) or benign (noncancerous)
 grades 1, 2, 3, or 4 (4 being most aggressive)
 cause of brain tumors is largely unknown
 20% of all childhood cancers
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 sx’s: brain tumors depend on the size and location of tumor
 headaches/ seizures/ N and T arms legs/ nausea

vomiting/ changes in personality/ difficulty moving or
balance/ changes: hearing, speech, vision

 according to the american brain tumor association, people

with a history of childhood chicken pox have a decreased
risk of getting brain tumors

 adults: most common brain tumors: gliomas and meningiomas
 gliomas: develop from glial cells in the CNS
 astrocytomas: originate in the cerebrum / often benign
 oligodendroglial: often found in the frontal/temporal lobes
 glioblastomas: originate from supportive brain tissue: most aggressive
 meningiomas: more common: age 40-50: women
 primary brain tumors include:
 pituitary tumors: which are usually benign
 ependymomas: which are usually benign
 craniopharyngiomas: benign occur mostly in children; can have clinical

symptoms like changes in vision and premature puberty
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vestibular schwannomas: schwann cells: (produce myelin)


oxfordjournals.org


5,000 diagnosed annually in US / ~ 7.5% of all brain tumors



usually slow growing / usually benign



typically grows around the VIII CN



can be found around other cranial or spinal nerves

 as AN grows
 it may push onto brainstem
 doesn’t usually grow into brain tissue

 symptoms
 95% ipsilateral hearing loss when CN VIII (acoustic) involved
 tinnitus (ringing in the ear)
 balance problems
 facial n & t if facial nerve involved

Lhermitte sign: posterior column process: SSEP
barber chair phenomenon




have pt flex head forward
+ if electric-like shock sensation felt down the body

subjective: and therefore technically a symptom

miscommunication of nerves that are demyelinated:
classic finding in multiple sclerosis


trauma, radiation myelopathy, vitamin B12 deficiency
cervical spinal cord compression


cervical spondylosis, disc herniation, tumor, Arnold-Chiari malf
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Hoffman's sign: UMN: Corticospinal tract: MEP
reflex test
• tapping/flicking the nail of middle finger
• should be no reflex response
• + if flexion of the end of the thumb and index finger observed
• infants have + response and is normal
• indicator of neurological conditions
• MS, cervical spinal cord compression
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Babinski sign: UMN: corticospinal tract: MEP
plantar reflex
• sole of the foot is firmly stimulated usually with an instrument
• + if big toe then extends upward and other toes fan out
• normal reflex in infants < 2 years
• pathological sign of upper motor neuron disease
• pyramidal tract damage: UMN
• ALS, brain/sc tumor, meningitis, CVA, CP
Babinski and Hoffman’s video
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Spurling’s sign: nerve root compression assessment
• evaluated for radiculopathy (UE)
• turn patient's head to affected side while extending /
applying downward pressure to top of the patient's head
• + (PRESENT) when radicular pain is reproduced
• indicator of cervical nerve root compression
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• hemisection injury of the spinal cord
• loss below injury
• IPSILATERAL hemi-paraplegia
• CONTRALATERAL sensation loss: pain/temp
• spinothalamic tract
• Monitoring & Brown-Séquard Syndrome
• SSEP: ipsilateral loss: dorsal columns
• TCeMEP: ipsilateral loss
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used to evaluate ATAXIA (part of the neuro exam)
• test of the body's sense of positioning (proprioception)
• TYPICALLY requires healthy functioning dorsal columns
• eyes closed feet together test balance by pushing front/back
• + when pt propels / falls/ excessively sways
• suggests posterior column disturbance
• commonly seen in Parkinsons
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 Parkinson's disease not fatal / no cure
 (CDC) rated complications from PD:
 14th top cause of death in the US
 loss of dopamine : cells misfire
 Four Main Motor Symptoms of PD:
 shaking / tremor
 slowness of movement: bradykinesia
 stiffness or rigidity of the arms, legs or trunk
 balance / possible falls/ postural instability

 positive romberg sign: fails test
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 destruction of OLIGODENDROCYTE CELLS that produce myelin

sheath around the nerve fibers in the central nervous system (CNS)

 interferes transmission of nerve signals between the brain/spinal

cord and the rest of the body

 no one cause/ no cure for multiple sclerosis
 good life expectancy
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CNS neuron myelinated by oligodendrocytes: can myelinate several cells at once

PNS neuron myelinated by Schwann cells: myelinate in a one-to-one ratio
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 SSEP/BAEP/VEP used to

aid in the dx of MS

 current diagnostic

criteria for MS consider
only VEP findings
 VEPs most reliant

 abnormal VEP: common

early finding in MS
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 affects Schwann cells that produce myelin in the PNS
 hereditary gradually affects peripheral nerves: initial onset: adolescence
 presents with weakness/atrophy: foot and lower leg muscles
 foot drop and a high-stepped gait / tripping or falling
 foot deformities due to weakness of the small muscles in feet
 lower legs: "inverted champagne bottle"
 progresses: weakness/atrophy: hands and arms
 difficulty with carrying out fine motor skills
 no cure / not considered fatal / usually normal life expectancy
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 small vessel disease/metabolic/alcoholism
 Diabetic PN: most common of all the peripheral neuropathies
 somatic neuropathies affecting lower extremities:
 ascending pattern: pain / numbness symmetrically in feet
 gradual progression up both legs
 later fingers, hands, and arms
 look for discoloration of the LE
 ALSO: high sugar can result in decreased bone formation: decr bone density

 CHEMOTHERAPY
 “Some of the chemotherapy and other

drugs used to treat cancer can damage
peripheral nerves.

 When this happens it is

called chemotherapy-induced peripheral
neuropathy (CIPN).”
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 AP reaches the neuromuscular junction
 acetylcholine (ACH) is released and binds

to the receptors on the motor end plate

 muscle contracts
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 Latin/Greek: "grave muscle weakness“
 chronic autoimmune neuromuscular disease
 antibodies block/alter/destroy receptors for acetylcholine at NMJ

preventing the muscle from contracting

 initial sx:
 usually weak eye muscles
 difficulty swallowing / slurred speech
 eventually moves to extremities
 most common in women (under 40) men (over 60)
 can be controlled / life expectancy is relatively normal
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 body's immune system attacks the peripheral nervous system
 progressing symmetrical weakness / tingling sensations in the LE then to UE
 increase in intensity until certain muscles cannot be used at all
 person is almost totally paralyzed
 individual is often put on a ventilator to assist with breathing
 most recover although some continue to have a certain degree of weakness
 often occurs soon after a respiratory or gastrointestinal viral infection
 ZIKA
 vaccines
 symptoms can progress over the course of hours, days, or weeks but usually

by the third week of the illness most are at their weakest
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 progressive neurodegenerative disease
 affects nerve cells in the brain and the spinal cord
 both UMN / LMN degenerate
 motor neurons that controls voluntary movements eventually die
 usually between ages of 40 and 70 and fatal typically within 3 yrs of dx
 unknown reason, military veterans approximately twice as likely
 difficult disease to diagnose:
 electomyography (EMG) and nerve conduction velocity (NCV) can assist in dx
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 inherited defect in a single gene
 causes progressive breakdown (degeneration) brain nerve cells
 initial symptoms usually in 30s or 40s
 (unless juvenile HD which is much more aggressive)

 Sx’s: deteriorates a person’s physical and mental abilities
 personality changes, mood swings & depression
 involuntary jerking
 muscle rigidity / muscle contracture (dystonia)
 slow or abnormal eye movements
 impaired gait, posture and balance: positive

Romberg sign

 difficulty speech or swallowing
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 look for things that cause osteoporosis
 can effect the placement of spinal instrumentation
 specifically pedicle screw placement monitoring

 low bone density = low thresholds
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CMAP WARNING THRESHOLDS: LUMBAR
LENKE: ET AL

<9

mA likelihood of wall defect

< 5 mA high likelihood for of neural contact

 Osteoporosis: condition in which the bones become less

dense and more likely to fracture

 Arthritis: conditions that affect joints
 Osteoarthritis (OA) degenerative joint (wear and tear)
 Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) autoimmune inflammatory

disease of joints
 can decrease bone density
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 Certain medications can decrease bone density
 prolonged use of steroids

 FDA: 7 studies over the past decade
 6 of the 7 studies showed an increased risk of fractures
 some showed risk was greater among people who used higher

doses or took the drugs longer

 studies: PPI users over 50, the risk of brittle bones is higher
 look for long use of nexium/prilocec etc
 http://www.npr.org/sections/health-shots/2010/05/26/127132723/fda-warns-about-bone-risks-from-heartburn-drugs
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 direct relationship between tobacco use and decreased

bone density

 ALSO: negative impact on bone healing after fracture
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